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Files to download: 05/solving 05 01.tgz.

Exercise 1 (Naive sort of an array)
In the tgz file, the directory exercise1 contains

• solving 05 01.h the header file

• solving 05 01.c the (empty) source file

• solving 05 01 main.c the (empty) main file

• solving 05 01 tests.c the test source

• makefile

1. Implement function randomFill in a classical way. We suppose that function srand is called before
this function call.

2. Implement function display using pointer arithmetic

3. Function shuffledToSorted is more difficult. It is a sorting algorithm. The pseudo code is given
below. It uses a temporary array that stores all cells already seen. At each step, one wants to extract
the non visited cell with the minimum value and push it inside the sorted array. It is a very basic, not
optimized, algorithm, but help you to work with arrays.

Remark: Do not forget to use assert to help you in debugging� �
int visited[SIZE];

Init : All cells are not visited

Init : nbPutInSorted = 0; // The next element to put in sorted

for i in [0 ... SIZE-1]

Find the index (idx) of non visited cell minimum value in shuffle array

set visited[idx] to VISITED

add shuffle[idx] at place nbPutInSorted and increase this number� �
4. You have to test your code using the CUNIT code provided. Execute make tests to compile tests

and run them.

5. When tests are ok, create solving 05 01 main.c that fill an array, display it, generates a sorted one
and display it.
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Exercise 2 (Merging sorted arrays)
In the tgz file, the directory exercise2 contains

• solving 05 02.h the header file

• solving 05 02.c the (empty) source file

• solving 05 02 tests.c the test source

• makefile

1. Implement the function merge that merges 2 sorted arrays (you have to trust that these arrays are
sorted) and merge them inside the output array, such that the output array is also sorted.

2. test your code: make tests

3. create a main file that tests your merging function
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